
•Digital Mortise Lock
•i-Button key & Keypad
•Silver

YDM2106

The Yale Digital Door Lock Collection 
Smarter Solutions for your home



YDM2106
Hi-Tech i-Button Digital Door Lock
with strong features

Reliable Convenient Safe

Various access
Yale YDM2106 has two access solutions, 
a pin code or i-Button key for your convenience.

Missing key invalidation
Once you lose your key, it has no validation 
as long as you re-register rest of your keys.

Automatic locking
Yale Digital Door Lock series automatically locks 
a door after checking that it is properly closed. 
(Manual operation is also available.)

Alarm (Break / Damage / Fire)
80dB alarm goes off if anyone attempts to 
damage the lock or force the door open, 
or if the lock detects over 60°C. 

Low battery and emergency power
It warns in case of low battery with alarm and LED. 
When the batteries are completely discharged,
you can easily supply emergency power to 
the lock with a standard 9V battery.

Mechanical key override
For emergency, it can also be unlocked with a 
mechanical key. 

Remote Control (Optional: YDM2106R)
Remote control type is also available. Wireless 
Floating ID technology is adopted and works 
up to 50 m.

YDM2106
Front Body  73(W)X300(H)X36(D) mm
Back Body  76(W)X300(H)X31(D) mm



•Digital Mortise Lock
•Proximity card key & Keypad
•Silver (YDM3106) / 

Metallic Gold (YDM3206)

YDM3106

The Yale Digital Door Lock Collection 
Smarter Solutions for your home



YDM3106
Hi-Tech Proximity card Digital Door Lock
with strong features

Reliable Convenient Safe

Various access
Yale YDM3106 has two access solutions, 
a pin code or proximity card key for your convenience.

Missing key invalidation
Once you lose your key, it has no validation 
as long as you re-register rest of your keys.

Automatic locking
Yale Digital Door Lock series automatically locks 
a door after checking that it is properly closed. 
(Manual operation is also available.)

Alarm (Break / Damage / Fire)
80dB alarm goes off if anyone attempts to 
damage the lock or force the door open, 
or if the lock detects over 60°C. 

Low battery and emergency power
It warns in case of low battery with alarm and LED. 
When the batteries are completely discharged,
you can easily supply emergency power to 
the lock with a standard 9V battery.

Mechanical key override
For emergency, it can also be unlocked with a 
mechanical key. 

Remote Control
(Optional: YDM3106R, YDM3206R)
Remote control type is also available. Wireless 
Floating ID technology is adopted and works 
up to 50 m. YDM3106

Front Body  73(W)X300(H)X36(D) mm
Back Body  76(W)X300(H)X31(D) mm



•Digital Mortise Lock
•i-Button key & Keypad
•Silver

YDM2107

The Yale Digital Door Lock Collection 
Smarter Solutions for your home



YDM2107
Premium i-Button Digital Door Lock
with anti-panic

Reliable Convenient Safe

YDM2107
Front Body  72(W)X303(H)X26(D) mm
Back Body  81(W)X323(H)X48(D) mm

Various access
Yale YDM2107 has two access solutions, 
a pin code or i-Button key for your convenience.

Missing key invalidation
Once you lose your key, it has no validation 
as long as you re-register rest of your keys.

Automatic locking
Yale Digital Door Lock series automatically locks 
a door after checking that it is properly closed. 
(Manual operation is also available.)

Anti-panic egress
For convenience and in case of emergency, 
the door is automatically unlocked whenever 
the inner lever handle is used.

Alarm (Break / Damage / Fire)
80dB alarm goes off if anyone attempts to 
damage the lock or force the door open, 
or if the lock detects over 60°C. 

Low battery and emergency power
It warns in case of low battery with alarm and LED. 
When the batteries are completely discharged,
you can easily supply emergency power to 
the lock with a standard 9V battery.

Mechanical key override
For emergency, it can also be unlocked with a 
mechanical key. 

Remote Control (Optional: YRC 10)
Remote control type is also available. Wireless 
Floating ID technology is adopted and works up to 50 m.



•Digital Mortise Lock
•Proximity card key & Keypad
•Black

YDM3107

The Yale Digital Door Lock Collection 
Smarter Solutions for your home



YDM3107
Premium Proximity card Digital Door Lock
with anti-panic

Reliable Convenient Safe

Various access
Yale YDM3107 has two access solutions, 
a pin code or proximity card key for your convenience.

Missing key invalidation
Once you lose your key, it has no validation 
as long as you re-register rest of your keys.

Automatic locking
Yale Digital Door Lock series automatically locks 
a door after checking that it is properly closed. 
(Manual operation is also available.)

Anti-panic egress
For convenience and in case of emergency, 
the door is automatically unlocked whenever 
the inner lever handle is used.

Alarm (Break / Damage / Fire)
80dB alarm goes off if anyone attempts to 
damage the lock or force the door open,
or if the lock detects over 60°C. 

Low battery and emergency power
It warns in case of low battery with alarm and LED. 
When the batteries are completely discharged,
you can easily supply emergency power to 
the lock with a standard 9V battery.

Mechanical key override
For emergency, it can also be unlocked with a 
mechanical key. 

Remote Control (Optional: YRC 10)
Remote control type is also available. Wireless 
Floating ID technology is adopted and works up to 50 m.

YDM3107
Front Body  72(W)X303(H)X26(D) mm
Back Body  81(W)X323(H)X48(D) mm



The Yale Digital Door Lock Collection 
Smarter Solutions for your home

•Digital Rim Lock
•i-Button key & Keypad
•Black with Gold

YDR2105



YDR2105
Hi-Tech i-Button rim mounted
Digital Door Lock

Reliable Convenient Safe

Various access
Yale YDR2105 has two access solutions, 
a pin code or i-Button key for your convenience.

Missing key invalidation
Once you lose your key, it has no validation 
as long as you re-register rest of your keys.

Automatic locking
Yale Digital Door Lock series automatically locks 
a door after checking that it is properly closed. 
(Manual operation is also available.)

Alarm (Break / Damage / Fire)
80dB alarm goes off if anyone attempts to 
damage the lock or force the door open, 
or if the lock detects over 60°C. 

Low battery and emergency power
It warns in case of low battery with alarm and LED. 
When the batteries are completely discharged,
you can easily supply emergency power to 
the lock with a standard 9V battery.

Mechanical key override
For emergency, it can also be unlocked with a 
mechanical key.

YDR2105
Front Body  73(W)X180(H)X33(D) mm
Back Body  153(W)X92(H)X42(D) mm


